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Abstract 
 
This abstract aims at investigating the disciplinary and punitive liability of members 
of Palestinian National Security Forces through the descriptive analytical method, and 
the comparative and historical style used in Chapter I, where the laws governing the 
Palestinian Military Service were mentioned throughout history. 
The abstract is divided into three (3) chapters; Chapter I discusses the nature of the 
Palestinian National Security Forces addressed by its definition and divisions.   
Chapter II explains the legal framework of punitive liability of the members of 
Palestinian National Security Forces by detailing the punitive violations, its sanctions 
and guarantees.   
 
Chapter III shows the legal framework of disciplinary liability by explaining 
disciplinary violations and its sanctions imposed over officers, non-commissioned 
officers and individuals.  
 
In conclusion, I have come up with several outcomes, mainly: the punitive crime is 
mentioned, as example but not exclusively, where punitive sanctions are exclusively 
mentioned, and legislator while stipulating the disciplinary violations has deviated 
from the common general rules where, in principle, such violations shall be 
determined by the law, since it is one of the criminal offense types. However, the 
legislator has made it undetermined; provided that the result is that it is jeopardizing 
the revolutionary system.  
 
I have also concluded several recommendations to be adopted, mainly: the Council of 
Ministers shall issue an executive rule for the Law of serving in the Palestinian 
Security Force which shall regulate the matter of disciplinary sanction to be made.    
 
  
